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"DISOBEDIENCE TO TYRANNY IS OBEYDENCE TO GOD"

Incidentally, if any Civic Minded Rebels would try to save a libbey life, Fred's Phone 1234-CASCO. If you have any information that you think might be useful, please call any time after dark. As to the whereabouts of the female during these hours, we must confess that we are at a loss. We can usually detect a libbey by their line, but the nocturnal ramblings of this one leave us levitated. You can try the wood behind the water tower, the Football Stadium, or, most likely, the Hard Road. These libbeyes are lost. Help them OUT all you can.

We note with Fraternal Pride the Progress of our Honorable Competitors of the Southeast in the Cage. It has brought additional honors to our Beloved State. It is with the greatest sense of delicacy that we implore and beseech our respected Brethren (who so clearly demonstrated their Spiritual Brotherhood and Physical Courage by standing shoulder to shoulder with us in the Action here on the Night of Sept 30, 1962) in which, together, we exacted the Penalty from the Criminal Marshals for their Felonious Attack upon our Citizens, Officers, and Fellow Students), to now demonstrate that same DEGREE of Moral Courage, by REFUSING the Plum which is now being dangled so temptingly before them by our Common Enemy. We earnestly Involve the attention of the Bulldogs to a sober consideration of the FACT that the National Press and Politicians will make Political Capital out of their appearance, and TWIST and DISTORT their Honest, Competitive Spirit and Sportsmanship into a talking point for:"Intelligent acceptance of Integration." The Decision of course is theirs. We KNOW they could win. We PRAY that they will REFUSE.

Wasn’t that the CUTTEST Mickey Mouse Club skit you ever saw acted out? Last week when the Bad old Commie Pirates copped Ronnie B’s boat while he was up in Wash. playing “Ring Around the Rosie” with Broke-Back Jack? Good Guys vs Bad Guys, Wham! BANG! It was so nicely done by these fine Mousers that it REALLY convinced us that it was real! Yes Sir! We now clearly understand that “Bet and Court” is not any more a Communist than Castro, Tito, Kennedy, Kruschev, Ben Bella or Mao are Communists. It has all been a MISTAKE! None of these fine people are COMMUNISTS! They are all Eskimos! Come Down South for the Winter! Farmers, Amerian Reformers. All they want to do is plant Americans. No Danger, We are SOLD. Great work. Good Show. PIP, PIP, Carry on. and all that. How wondrful it is to be “FREE” of worry.

---

An Open Letter to the Chancellor:

Dear Sir,

With reference to your recent speech to the Comwth Club of Cal. in the veritable shadow of that Mosque of Marxism, the UofC, and to some of your recent conduct, we would ask the following: WHY did you, repeatedly, use the pronoun "THEIR" in referring to us Students and Citizens back here in Miss? Do you DISAGREE with yourself, sir? Are you ashamed to be a Traditional Mississippian? Does your Exalted Position insulate you from reality? Why did you not refer the Calif. to the US Constitution when you tried to make them understand our position? 2000 miles away? Why do you take an OBJECTIVE position on the US Constitution when it is our ONLY link with governmental sanity? Why did you INCORRECTLY state that the University of 1861 was ENTIRELY STUDENT, when we all KNOW that they had the support of Faculty and Citizens? Do you think the Brick and Bottle Greys have NO friends on the Faculty? Why are you not about your master’s business? Why do you not work to carry out the expressed wishes of our Parents who pay your wages? WHY do you not expel the coon for any of the legitimate reasons? Have they ever been represented? Why do you confer with Murderers and Jungle Lawyers to find a solution to our problem? WHY do you not do your DUTY under the US Constitution and the Statutes of MISS? WHY do you permit open, adulterous conduct on the part of some Faculty Members without admonition? (OVER)